Understanding Electric Double-Layer Gating Based on Ionic Liquids: from Nanoscale to Macroscale.
In electric double-layer transistors (EDLTs), it is well known that the EDL formed by ionic liquids (ILs) can induce an ultrahigh carrier density at the semiconductor surface, compared to solid dielectric. However, the mechanism of device performance is still not fully understood, especially at a molecular level. Here, we evaluate the gating performance of amorphous indium gallium zinc oxide (a-IGZO) transistor coupled with a series of imidazolium-based ILs, using an approach combining of molecular dynamics simulation and finite element modeling. Results reveal that the EDL with different ion structures could produce inhomogeneous electric fields at the solid-electrolyte interface, and the heterogeneity of electric field-induced charge distributions at semiconductor surface could reduce the electrical conductance of a-IGZO during gating process. Meanwhile, a resistance network analysis was adopted to bridge the nanoscopic data with the macroscopic transfer characteristics of IL-gated transistor, and showed that our theoretical results could well estimate the gating performance of practical devices. Thereby, our findings could provide both new concepts and modeling techniques for IL-gated transistors.